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Collection: There´s a remarkable lightness to the SEASHELL collection by Jean-Marie Massaud, a breeziness that be-
lies its sturdy construction and efficient, stackable design. Perfect for large spaces such as pool areas and restaurants 
as well as intimate settings, SEASHELL features backrests that look and feel like an open embrace and an airy weave 
as breathable as it is artful.

Armchair: Like a seashell, open and protective at the same time, the stackable Armchair features a distinctive, extra-
wide backrest that comfortably supports a variety of sitting positions.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Lightweight, elegant, ergonomic, versatile, sturdy, stackable
Options: This item is stackable. It is very comfortable without cushions, too.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: Cushion covers can be removed and washed. Except cushion covers made of man-made 
leather: to clean these please use a soft cloth and warm water.
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Cover Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95049001

Special Features

This item is stackable.

SEASHELL
Armchair

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 049001 | Weight 4,8 kg/11 lbs | Volume 0,28 m³/10 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,60 m/0.75 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: There´s a remarkable lightness to the SEASHELL collection by Jean-Marie Massaud, a breeziness that be-
lies its sturdy construction and efficient, stackable design. Perfect for large spaces such as pool areas and restaurants 
as well as intimate settings, SEASHELL features backrests that look and feel like an open embrace and an airy weave 
as breathable as it is artful.

Sidechair: With its airy silhouette and lightweight but strong, stackable structure, the SEASHELL Sidechair represents 
the perfect combination of high design and practicality.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Lightweight, elegant, ergonomic, versatile, sturdy, stackable
Options: This item is stackable. It is very comfortable without cushions, too.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: Cushion covers can be removed and washed. Except cushion covers made of man-made 
leather: to clean these please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95049001

Special Features

This item is stackable.

SEASHELL
Sidechair

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 049003 | Weight 4,6 kg/10 lbs | Volume 0,32 m³/11 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,60 m/0.75 yd (plain fabric only)
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Cover

Collection: There´s a remarkable lightness to the SEASHELL collection by Jean-Marie Massaud, a breeziness that be-
lies its sturdy construction and efficient, stackable design. Perfect for large spaces such as pool areas and restaurants 
as well as intimate settings, SEASHELL features backrests that look and feel like an open embrace and an airy weave 
as breathable as it is artful.

Lounge chair: Like a seashell, open and protective at the same time, the stackable lounge chair features an extra-wide 
backrest that comfortably supports a variety of sitting positions.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Lightweight, elegant, ergonomic, versatile, sturdy, stackable
Options: This item is stackable.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: Cushion covers can be removed and washed. Except cushion covers made of man-made 
leather: to clean these please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95049005

Special Features

This item is stackable.

0114

SEASHELL
Lounge chair

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 049005 | Weight 7,4 kg/16 lbs | Volume 0.55 m³/19 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,05 m/1.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: There´s a remarkable lightness to the SEASHELL collection by Jean-Marie Massaud, a breeziness that be-
lies its sturdy construction and efficient, stackable design. Perfect for large spaces such as pool areas and restaurants 
as well as intimate settings, SEASHELL features backrests that look and feel like an open embrace and an airy weave 
as breathable as it is artful.

Footstool: The perfect complement to the SEASHELL Lounge chair, this lightweight but strong, stackable footstool 
with seat cushion also goes great on its own.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Lightweight, elegant, ergonomic, versatile, sturdy, stackable
Options: This item is stackable.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: Cushion covers can be removed and washed. Except cushion covers made of man-made 
leather: to clean these please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95049031

Special Features

This item is stackable.

SEASHELL
Footstool

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 049031 | Weight 3,8 kg/8 lbs | Volume 0,11 m³/4 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,96 m/1.25 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: There´s a remarkable lightness to the SEASHELL collection by Jean-Marie Massaud, a breeziness that be-
lies its sturdy construction and efficient, stackable design. Perfect for large spaces such as pool areas and restaurants 
as well as intimate settings, SEASHELL features backrests that look and feel like an open embrace and an airy weave 
as breathable as it is artful.

Beach chair: Elegantly simple, lightweight and sturdy, the adjustable SEASHELL Beach chair combines high design 
with practicality. Stackable, it features wheels for easy mobility.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Lightweight, elegant, ergonomic, versatile, sturdy, stackable
Options: This item is stackable.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: Cushion covers can be removed and washed. Except cushion covers made of man-made 
leather: to clean these please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95049020

Special Features

This item is stackable.

SEASHELL
Beach chair

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 049020 | Weight 16 kg/35 lbs | Volume 0,67 m³/24 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 4,80 m/5.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: There´s a remarkable lightness to the SEASHELL collection by Jean-Marie Massaud, a breeziness that be-
lies its sturdy construction and efficient, stackable design. Perfect for large spaces such as pool areas and restaurants 
as well as intimate settings, SEASHELL features backrests that look and feel like an open embrace and an airy weave 
as breathable as it is artful.

Barstool: Like a seashell, open and protective at the same time, the barstool features an extra-wide backrest that 
comfortably supports a variety of sitting positions.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Lightweight, elegant, ergonomic, versatile, sturdy, stackable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
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Additional Items

Cover

SEASHELL
Barstool

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 049028 | Weight 6 kg/13 lbs | Volume 0,34 m³/12 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,60 m/0.75 yd (plain fabric only)
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